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SUPERMORITZ (2017)
Platform: ZX Spectrum 48K
As an ardent follower of Rabelais,
Moritz enjoyed super things in life.
Super food, super drinks and most
importantly, super rest at his
favorite super place under the sun.

And in his dreams, Moritz turns 
into a canine with super powers 
and becomes...

SUPERMORITZ!

CREDITS:
Game by Sebastian Braunert & Uwe Geiken
Authored with John Hollins’ ‘Games Designer’
Loading screen by Andy Green
Additional screens by Lobo
Music by Oko
Special thanks to Dave Hughes & David Saphier
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PINK PILLS: MANIC MORITZ AND THE MEDS (2017)
Platform: ZX Spectrum 128K and Amstrad CPC
Good old Moritz, the best dog in 
the world is in the pet clinic.
He gets lots of pills and injections.
As a result he has illusions and
strange dreams.
He dreams of his hunt for bones, 
while being haunted by crazy 
postmen, bloodsucking vampires, 
sharks, octopuses, etc.
But he has some help from 
bouncing Bob, a friendly yellow 
fellow who allows Moritz to step 
on his head to move forward.
When our hero dog has collected
all the bones, he has to meet 
“THE DOCTOR” in the Tardis.
Will Moritz find his way out and 
enjoy a ‘Happy End’?

May the bones be with you!

CREDITS:
Game by Sebastian Braunert & Uwe Geiken
Authored with Jonathan Cauldwell’s AGD
Screens by Andy Green
Music by NQ, Sauron, Mr Nut, Wally, Andy Coding, 
DJ Andy & Alex ROstov
Special thanks to Kees Van Oss & Shining





MIKE THE GUITAR (2018)
Platform: ZX Spectrum 128K and Amstrad CPC
Help Mike to fulfill his dream, to
play a solo! Mike wants to play
Nirvana’s ‘Smells like teen spirit’.
But bad ass Beethoven and his
gang (Chopin and Mozart) want to
stop our brave guitar hero.
Avoid angry instruments and the
maestros. Collect the 8 plectrums
to practice. Piece of cake?
Maybe, but at first the plectrums
are blocked. Take one and another
one will be freed. But which one?
You must find out! Eat the batter-
ies to replenish energy, so even 
if one of the bad asses gets you, 
you can start from the first screen 
again. After you have collected 
all the plectrums, go to the loud-
speaker, connect and “Play it again, 
Mike”!

CREDITS:
Game by Sebastian Braunert & Uwe Geiken
Authored with Jonathan Cauldwell’s AGD
Screens by Andy Green
Music by LaesQ, rnR Tad 7D9, nq, Monorhom
Special thanks to Kees Van Oss & Shining
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MIKE THE GUITAR: THE SHOOTER (2019)
Platform: ZX Spectrum 48K/128K
Mike is back! The famous rock
guitar with his mission, to bring
back Rock’n Roll into the world!
But the gang of bad asses,
Beethoven, Chopin and Mozart 
want to stop our little fellow. Our 
guitar hero has to fight against 
the classical instrumental storm-
troops, before he faces the violent
maestros!
Mike is brave, but be careful, not
to loose sustain. Every time Mike
touches an enemy or environment 
he will loose sustain and faith in
himself. But harmony heaven is
graceful. Elvis himself gives Mike
the strength again. There are
images of ‘The King’! Collect them
and success is yours. 
“I love Rock’n Roll so put another 
dime in the jukebox baby”!

CREDITS:
Game by Sebastian Braunert & Uwe Geiken
Authored with Jonathan Cauldwell’s SEUD
Screens by Andy Green
Music by Pedro Pimenta





MORITZ STRIKES BACK (2019)
Platform: ZX Spectrum 48K
After a session with the famous
psychoanalyst Dr. Dr. Dr. Chicken
Fried, Moritz is ready to face his
fears! He went home, entered the
garage and fed some batteries to
his lovely C5 - an energy eater, 
but Moritz loves to drive it! 
His ears flapping in the wind and 
feeling like a movie star. Brave 
enough to confront Coulrophobia 
Coimetrophobia, Nosocomephobia, 
Neopharmaphobia and his most 
scariest experience:Jack Nicholson 
in Shining! With your help, Moritz 
can leave all the fears behind, fire 
his shrink and save a fortune!
Collect batteries otherwise you’ll
run low on energy. Pick up the 
bullet on the street to arm C5, you
can shoot any moving enemy but
beware, you only have 3 lives!

CREDITS:
Game by Sebastian Braunert & Uwe Geiken
Authored with Jonathan Cauldwell’s SEUD
Screens by Andy Green
Music by Pedro Pimenta
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MORITZ TO THE MOON (2019)
Platform: ZX Spectrum 48K/128K
Join Moritz in his next adventure,
this time TO THE MOON! Moritz,
unfortunately, had eaten too much
and was almost asleep when he
heard those famous words,
“They put a man on the moon!”.
Just before he fell into a deep
sleep, Moritz murmured...
“They put a dog on the moon”.
Seconds later Moritz enters the
land of dreams and it is now up 
to us to make it reach the moon,
avoiding all enemies and preferably 
not run out of fuel! 

Only then can Moritz enter into a 
new state of consciousness. But 
will there be more once he lands 
on the moon?

CREDITS:
Game by Sebastian Braunert & Uwe Geiken
Authored with Jonathan Cauldwell’s SEUD
Screens by Andy Green
Music by Pedro Pimenta





MORITZ ON THE AUTOBAHN (2020)
Platform: ZX Spectrum 128K
Poor Moritz. After many adven-
tures, including a lengthy trip to 
the moon, he was now determined 
to escape the stresses of life and 
relax. One day at home, removing 
yet more alien-like tics from his 
fur, picked up from his successful 
trip to the moon, he received the 
letter. It was from his portuguese 
cousin, Mortiz, who invited him to 
stay at his place for as long as he 
wants to, just what the doctor or-
dered! But, Moritz has to get there 
first by travelling through Europe 
with his C5 which is not an easy 
task! Avoid Bavarian beer pints, 
Belgique waffles, French baguettes, 
sardines,berets, leather trousers, 
port wine and other strange an-
noyances and help Moritz to reach 
safely the home of his cousin and 
have a well deserved holiday!

CREDITS:
Game by Sebastian Braunert, Uwe Geiken & Andy Green
Authored with Jonathan Cauldwell’s PGD
Graphics by Andy Green & Lobo
Music by Pedro Pimenta
3d font by Claus Jahn, video by Mike van der Lee, musicizer by David Saphier,
scrolling by Mark Turner, hacks by Dave Hughes
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MORITZ AND THE MILDEWED MOON (2019)
Platform: ZX Spectrum 128K
Is there no end to Moritz’s 
adventures? It appears not for our
canine hero. A celebration cut 
short after leaving the moon a tad
too fast in his last quest, then 
being caught by the moon patrol 
cops who claimed he broke the 
sound barrier, twice! 
The shockwaves and noise caused 
major ripples across the moon, 
much to the annoyance of its 
inhabitants. As a punishment, 
Moritz ended up with three points 
on his space driving license and 
was sentenced to do community 
work, which entailed collecting all 
the mildewed cheese from the 
surface of the moon. It’s a stinky 
job and a lesson learnt but will 
Moritz cope to the very end and 
survive his punishment?

CREDITS:
Game by Sebastian Braunert, Uwe Geiken & Andy Green
Authored with Jonathan Cauldwell’s PGD
Screens by Andy Green
Music by Pedro Pimenta





PI-DENTITY (2020)
Platform: ZX Spectrum 48K/128K
Little PI is sad. :( He feels so alone
but at the same time connected to
everyone. Who is he and where 
does he belong? But PI receives an
invitation with a map marked “VERY
IMPORTANT”! Who sent it and why?
Driven by curiosity, PI embarks on 
a voyage through the forbidden 
land of MATHEMATICS, odd num-
bers, sharp triangles, perfect cir-
cles, turtles, Fibonacci rabbits, bits 
and bytes, scary agents and naked 
guys in baths! What is the prob-
ability of passing a vector field 
and being struck by a butterfly? 
And who is the person showing the 
tongue while spitting out formulas? 
Guide PI through the crazy mine-
field and use periodic laser while 
eating some PIE to re-energize! 
Will PI have the PARTY of his life? 
His fate is in your hands!

CREDITS:
Game by Sebastian Braunert & Uwe Geiken
Authored with Jonathan Cauldwell’s Seud
Screens by Andy Green & Lobo
Music by Richard ‘Tufty’ Hollins & Pedro Pimenta
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MORITZ THE STRIKER (2020)
Platform: ZX Spectrum 48K/128K
After a pleasant but perilous 
Autobahn journey to Portugal, Moritz 
returned home much exhausted. He 
realized that he had gained a few 
pounds due to marvellous food he 
ate at his cousin’s house. Moritz was 
developing a beer belly and double 
chin as well! It was time to get back 
to proper shape and trim those extra 
pounds. Moritz was wondering just 
what would be the best exercise to 
take. 
The press conference on TV provided 
the answer to his question. He was lis-
tening to Jurgen Klopp interview when 
these words caught his attention: “If 
somebody wants to help LFC, you have 
to change from doubter to believer”. 
Moritz took that message to heart and 
immediately started exercising. 
He knew right then that he was the 
one to score that winning goal for 
Liverpool!

CREDITS:
Game by Sebastian Braunert, Lobo, Richard ‘Tufty’ Hollins & 
Pedro Pimenta
Authored with Jonathan Cauldwell’s AGD
Additional code by Allan Turvey
Graphics by Lobo
Music by Richard ‘Tufty’ Hollins & Pedro Pimenta



Team Moritz
Sebastian Braunert - Uwe Geiken - Andy Green - Pedro 
Pimenta - Lobo - Richard ‘Tufty’ Hollins - Mike Van Der 
Lee

design by Lobo - spitoufs.com

https://www.spitoufs.com



